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Life and Death on the New York Dance Floor, 1980-1983 - Tim Lawrence

As the 1970s gave way to the 80s, New York’s party scene entered a ferociously inventive period characterized by its 
creativity, intensity, and hybridity. Life and Death on the New York Dance Floor chronicles this tumultuous time, charting 
the sonic and social eruptions that took place in the city’s subterranean party venues as well as the way they cultivated 
breakthrough movements in art, performance, video, and film. 

ISBN 9780822362029  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format - Paperback  -  576 pages - RRP $54.95

 Identity in Place: Contemporary Indigenous Fiction by Women Writers in the United States,  
 Canada, Australia, and New Zealand - Paula Anca Farca

Identity in Place analyzes the role of place and its cultural significance in the fiction of eight contemporary 
Indigenous women writers from the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, four former colonies of 
the British Empire. Identity in Place addresses how the places Indigenous people go to and imagine reveal the 
cultural directions toward which Indigenous people are moving and the changes that occurred in their traditions. 

ISBN 9781433111532  -  EBOOK 9781453901588  -  Peter Lang  -  Format - Hardback -  185 pages - RRP $157.95

The Netflix Effect - Kevin McDonald, Daniel Smith-Rowsey

Examines the scope and influence of Netflix, a company at the forefront of the changing relationships between media 
and technology.

ISBN 9781501309441  -  EBOOK 9781472581495   -  Bloomsbury Academic  -  Format - Hardback  -  272 pages  -  RRP $160.00

ARTS, FILM & LITERATURE

Conflicts of Interest - Philip Hu, Rhiannon Paget, Et al 

This fascinating publication showcases the Saint Louis Art Museum’s collection of Japanese military prints and related 
materials—one of the largest collections of such works in the world. The 1,400 objects in the collection are mostly color 
woodblock prints, but the holdings also include paintings, lithographs, photographs, stereographs, books, magazines, 
maps, game boards, textiles, ceramics, toys, sketchbooks, and commemorative materials.

ISBN 9780295999814  -  University of Washington Press  -  Format - Hardback  -  288 pages - RRP $98.95

Making Literature Now - Amy Hungerford

How does new writing emerge and find readers today? Why does one writer’s work become famous while another’s remains 
invisible? Making Literature Now tells the stories of the creators, editors, readers, and critics who make their living by making 
literature itself come alive. 

ISBN 9780804799409 -  Stanford University Press -  Format - Paperback  -  224 pages - RRP $45.95
 

Entertainment Industry Data

Film Industry Data and Music Industry Data make a powerful new research tool in humanities studies. For the first 
time, academics can examine and compare film and music industry facts and figures alongside each other. Using 
unique Relative Pitch Graphs™ users can even superimpose music industry data onto a film industry graph. This 
can reveal surprising and significant connections.



Analyzing the Economics of Financial Market Infrastructures - Martin Diehl, Biliana Alexandrova-Kabadjova, Et al

Analyzing the Economics of Financial Market Infrastructures is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly research 
on the current developments in financial systems and how these processes are evolving due to new regulations and 
technical advances. Featuring extensive coverage on a range of relevant topics on payment systems, central securities 
depositories, central counterparties, and trade repositories, this book is an essential reference source for professionals 
in the financial sector, analysts, and IT professionals.

ISBN 9781466687455  -  EBOOK 9781466687462  -  IGI Global  -  Format - Hardback  -  410 pages - RRP $467.95

Incorporating Business Models and Strategies into Social Entrepreneurship - Ziska Fields

Incorporating Business Models and Strategies into Social Entrepreneurship combines the latest scholarly research on 
the challenges and solutions social entrepreneurs face as they address their corporate social responsibility in an effort 
to redefine the goals of today’s enterprises and enhance the potential for growth and change in every community. This 
publication features timely, research-based chapters focused on corporate social responsibility, the economy, marketing 
ventures, sustainable livelihood, millennium development, and legal empowerment.

ISBN 9781466687486  -  EBOOK 9781466687493  -  IGI Global   -  Format - Hardback  -  362 pages - RRP  $403.95

Strategic Approaches to Successful Crowdfunding - Djamchid Assadi

The integration of technology into entrepreneurial initiatives has led to the use of online communities to raise funds for 
projects and ventures. Through the use of social media and the social web, crowdfunding has provided an innovative, 
large-scale fundraising solution for both personal and professional initiatives. This publication brings together research-
based chapters relating to the use of the social web to raise funds and provide financial support for start-up companies, 
individual pursuits, and philanthropic endeavors.

ISBN 9781466696044  -  EBOOK 9781466696051  -  IGI Global  -  Format - Hardback  -  378 pages - RRP $435.95

The Next Wave - Susan Coleman, Alicia Robb

You may be familiar with the success stories of Spanx, GoldieBlox, and other women-owned businesses that have taken 
their markets by storm. But, today, only two percent of women-owned firms generate more than one million dollars annually. 
The Next Wave is here to help women drive up that number. Drawing on the Kauffman Firm Survey and many other sources, 
Susan Coleman and Alicia M. Robb cull together data-driven advice for women-owned, growth-oriented businesses as they 
finance their expansion. 

ISBN 9780804790413  -  Stanford University Press  -  Format - Hardback  -  312 pages  -  RRP $176.95

Rights and Duties of Directors 2016 - Martha Bruce

Rights and Duties of Directors, 15th edition is a highly practical and comprehensive publication relevant to all company directors 
and their advisers.

ISBN 9781780437866  -  EBOOK 9781472581495 - Bloomsbury Professional  -  Format - Paperback  -  792 pages - RRP $200.00
 

BUSINESS & FINANCE 

World Bank eLibrary 

The World Bank eLibrary is the World Bank’s authoritative online collection of 9,000+ ebooks, reports, journals 
and working papers on international development and economics. As a research platform, the World Bank eLibrary 
is focused on the unique needs of library, research and academic communities, and offers added value through its 
functionality, ease of use, and time-saving tools, such as MARC records, full-text and metadata search functionality, 
and personal user accounts for long-term research. The World Bank eLibrary is used by the world’s top academic 
institutions, international and governmental agencies, think-tanks, multinational corporations, and NGOs.



 Education in Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific - Michael Crossley, Greg Hancock, Terra Sprague

An up-to-date account and in-depth analysis of contemporary educational development within the Australia, New Zealand and 
Pacific region.

ISBN 9781474270519  -  EBOOK 9781474250863  - Bloomsbury Academic -  Format - Paperback  -  384 pages - RRP $59.99

 Critical Examinations of Quality in Early Education and Care: Regulation, Disqualification, and Erasure
 - Gaile S. Cannella, Michelle Salazar Pérez, I-Fang Lee (eds.)

The chapters in this book have two goals: One provide the reader with an opportunity to engage with some of the problems 
that result from putting forward ‘quality’ as a dominant construct, and second to generate conversations and locations from 
diverse knowledges and multiple ways of being that could lead to the rethinking of quality.

ISBN 9781433128790 -  EBOOK 9781454192534  - Peter Lang  -  Format - Hardback  -  190 pages - RRP $80.95

 Towards an Architecture for the Teaching of Virtues, Values and Ethics - Berise Therese Heasly

This book, based on extensive research among teachers in Australia, New Zealand and the UK, explores a new approach 
to teaching virtues, values and ethics. Drawing on both education studies and philosophy, the author uses inductive 
methods of analysis and synthesis to construct a renewed theory of education founded on teaching thinking skills.

ISBN 9783034318914  -  EBOOK 9783035396584  -  Peter Lang  -  Format - Paperback  -  314 pages - RRP $148.95

 The Elements of Applied Psychological Practice in Australia - Nadine Pelling, Lorelle Burton

For anyone looking to take the Australian National Psychology Examination, this detailed, concise, and extremely easy to read 
book is an absolute must-have.

ISBN 9781138949980  -  Psychology Press  -  Format - Paperback  -  264 pages - RRP $75.99
 

EDUCATION

 Visible Learning for Teachers - John Hattie

Visible Learning for Teachers is a must read for any student or teacher who wants an evidence based answer to the question; 
‘how do we maximise achievement in our schools?’

ISBN 9780415690157  -  Routledge  -  Format  -  Paperback  -  286 pages - RRP $54.99

OECD iLibrary 

The OECD iLibrary is the global knowledge base for OECD’s data and analysis. It contains all books and papers 
published since 1998, as well as a vast collection of statistics, with data going back to the early 1960s and often 
covering more than 80 countries. Users can search and click directly to chapters, articles, books, tables, databases 
and more. These content items are available in different formats and languages. As one of the most comprehensive 
online resources on the world economy, society, education and environment, the OECD iLibrary is a powerful tool 
for people working at academic institutions, in the private sector, and at governmental or non-governmental 
organisations.



 International Mediation: Breaking Business Deadlock - Eileen Carroll, QC (Hon), Karl Mackie, CBE

Provides an essential guide to the effective and timely resolution of international business disputes and provides the 
reader with the essential techniques to provide a more purposeful and strategic approach to conflict management.

ISBN 9781784512453  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Bloomsbury Professional  -  Format - Paperback  -  248 pages - RRP $108.00

 Dalhuisen on Transnational Comparative, Commercial, Financial and Trade Law Volume 1
 - Jan H Dalhuisen

This is the sixth edition of the leading work on transnational and comparative commercial and financial law.

ISBN 9781509907007  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Hart Publishing  -  Format - Hardback  -  736 pages - RRP $150.00

 Dalhuisen on Transnational Comparative, Commercial, Financial and Trade Law Volume 3
 - Jan H Dalhuisen

This is the sixth edition of the leading work on transnational and comparative commercial and financial law.

ISBN 9781509907021  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Hart Publishing  -  Format - Hardback  -  852 pages - RRP $240.00

 Drugs Law and Legal Practice in Southeast Asia - Tim Lindsey, Pip Nicholson

Landmark study of drugs law and policy in Southeast Asia and the use of the death penalty.

ISBN 9781782258315  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Hart Publishing  -  Format - Hardback  -  408 pages - RRP $160.00

 Indigenous Peoples, Customary Law and Human Rights – Why Living Law Matters
 - Brendan Tobin

At a time when the self-determination, land, resources and cultural heritage of Indigenous peoples are increasingly under threat, 
this accessible book presents the key issues for both legal and non-legal scholars, practitioners, students of human rights and 
environmental justice, and Indigenous peoples themselves.

ISBN 9781138671713  -  Routledge  -  Format - Paperback  -  304 pages - RRP $70.99

LAW

Kluwer Law International

Kluwer Law International (KLI), a division of Wolters Kluwer Law & Business, is the leading English 
language international law publisher. KLI’s eJournal titles continue to provide the global business 
community with reliable international legal information. Legal practitioners, corporate counsel and 
business executives around the world rely on KLI for comprehensive information in many areas of 
international legal practice. KLI journal titles cover a wide range of legal subject areas.



 Improving Health Management through Clinical Decision Support Systems
 - Jane D. Moon, Mary P. Galea
In an effort to combat human error in the medical field, medical professionals continue to seek the best practices and 
technology applications for the diagnosis, treatment, and overall care of their patients. This book brings together a series 
of chapters focused on the technology, funding, and future plans for improved organization and decision-making through 
medical informatics. It features timely, research-based chapters on topics including data management, information 
security, and the benefits of technology-based medicine. 

ISBN 9781466694323  -  EBOOK 9781466694330  -  IGI Global  -  Format - Hardback  -  425 pages - RRP $478.95

 Optimizing Assistive Technologies for Aging Populations
 - Yosry S. Morsi, Anupam Shukla, Chandra Prakash Rathore

This publication focuses on the development and improvement of devices intended to assist elderly individuals in coping 
with various physical limitations and disabilities. Highlighting the available tools and technologies for supporting the 
mobility, agility, and self-sufficiency of the aging population as well as the challenges associated with the integration of 
these technologies into the everyday lives of elderly individuals, this publication is ideally designed for reference use by 
healthcare workers, medical students, and gerontologists.

ISBN 9781466695306  -  EBOOK 9781466695313  -  IGI Global  -  Format - Hardback  -  494 pages - RRP $467.95

 Perioperative Nursing - Lois Hamlin

Perioperative Nursing 2e has been written by local leaders in perioperative nursing and continues to deliver a 
contemporary, practical text for Australian and New Zealand perioperative nurses. This essential title examines 
the roles and responsibilities of nurses working within a perioperative environment, providing an overview of key 
concepts in perioperative care. The scope of this book addresses anaesthetic, intraoperative and postanaesthetic 
recovery care, as well as day surgery and evolving perioperative practices and environments. 

ISBN 9780729542333  -  Elsevier  -  Format - Hardback  -  366 pages - RRP $89.95

 Marshall & Ruedy’s On Call: Principles & Protocols, 3rd Edition, Australian Version 
 - Mike Cadogan 

This book provides a structured approach to the initial assessment, resuscitation, differential diagnosis and short-term 
management of common on-call problems. It also provides an overall guide to hospital practice and acute clinical skills. 
It is designed to help junior doctors and senior medical students acquire a logical, practical and efficient approach, 
which is essential for problem-based learning and acute management.

ISBN 9780729542623  -  Elsevier  -  Format - Paperback - RRP $89.95

 Potter & Perry’s Fundamentals of Nursing - Australian Version - Jackie Crisp

The dynamic fourth edition of Potter and Perry’s Fundamentals of Nursing presents an engaging approach to the fundamentals 
of nursing while building on its renowned reputation as the foremost text for nursing students across Australia and New Zealand. 

ISBN 9780729541107  -  Elsevier -  Format  -  Hardback  -  1492 pages - RRP $159.95

MEDICINE & HEALTH  

McGraw Hill eBook Library

With the addition of many new interactive and administrative features, this powerful online resource delivers 
an exceptional eBook collection—more than ever before. Expand your collection with notable content across 
number subject areas, including:

Medical & USMLE® Test Prep: The acclaimed First Aid series and USMLE study aids give medical students the 
edge they need to excel on coursework and on the boards; our unparalleled nursing library gives nurses and 
student nurses the information they need to advance their education and careers.



Placing Outer Space - Lisa Messeri

Lisa Messeri traces how the placemaking practices of planetary scientists transform the void of space into a cosmos filled 
with worlds that can be known and explored. Making planets into places is central to the daily practices and professional 
identities of the astronomers, geologists, and computer scientists Messeri studies. She takes readers to the Mars Desert 
Research Station and a NASA research center to discuss ways scientists experience and map Mars. 

ISBN 9780822362036  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format  -  Paperback  -  256 pages - RRP $47.95

A Critical Introduction to Scientific Realism - Paul Dicken

The first comprehensive introduction to the contemporary scientific realism debate, exploring the extent to which 
we are justified in believing our scientific theories to be true.

ISBN 9781472575913  -  EBOOK 9781472581495   -  Bloomsbury Academic  -  Format - Hardback  -  224 pages - RRP $140.00

Innovative Materials and Systems for Energy Harvesting Applications
- Luciano Mescia, Onofrio Losito, Francesco Prudenzano 
Wearable electronics, wireless devices, and other mobile technologies have revealed a deficit and a necessity for innovative 
methods of gathering and utilizing power. Drawing on otherwise wasted sources of energy, such as solar, thermal, and 
biological, is an important part of discovering future energy solutions. This publication reports on some of the best tools 
and technologies available for powering humanity’s growing thirst for electronic devices, including piezoelectric, solar, 
thermoelectric, and electromagnetic energies. 

ISBN 9781466682542  -  EBOOK 9781466682559   -  IGI Global  -  Format  -  Hardback  -  496 pages - RRP $499.95

SCIENCE

 Eating the Ocean - Elspeth Probyn

Moving away from a simplified food politics that is largely land based, Elspeth Probyn looks at food politics from 
an ocean-centric perspective by tracing the global movement of several marine species to explore the complex and 
entangled relationship between humans and fish.

ISBN 9780822362357  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format  -  Paperback  -  200 pages - RRP $45.95

Staying with the Trouble - Donna J. Haraway

In the midst of spiraling ecological devastation, multispecies feminist theorist Donna J. Haraway offers provocative new ways 
to reconfigure our relations to the earth and all its inhabitants. She eschews referring to our current epoch as the Anthropocene, 
preferring to conceptualize it as what she calls the Chthulucene, as it more aptly and fully describes our epoch as one in which 
the human and nonhuman are inextricably linked in tentacular practices. 

ISBN 9780822362241  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format - Paperback  -  304 pages - RRP $52.95
 

WSP eBook Collections

Since its inception in 1981, the World Scientific Publishing Group has grown to establish itself as one of the 
world’s leading academic publishers. The rapidly expanding publishing program covers scientific research, 
providing prompt responses to the scientific community’s demand for content in rapidly advancing fields such 
as nanotechnology, biomedical science and computational science. In recent years, the scope has broadened to 
include Business, Social Sciences and Asian Studies. eBook collections are customisable to your budget, subject 
needs, and usage requirements.  As us about pick and choosing titles or subject clusters.



 The Voice and Its Doubles - Daniel Fisher
Beginning in the early 1980s Aboriginal Australians found in music, radio, and filmic media a means to make themselves heard 
across the country and to insert themselves into the center of Australian political life. In The Voice and Its Doubles Daniel Fisher 
analyzes the great success of this endeavor, asking what is at stake in the sounds of such media for Aboriginal Australians. Drawing 
on long-term ethnographic research in northern Australia, Fisher describes the close proximity of musical media, shifting forms of 
governmental intervention, and those public expressions of intimacy and kinship that suffuse Aboriginal Australian social life. 

ISBN 9780822361206  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format - Paperback  - 344 pages - RRP $52.95

 Collecting, Ordering, Governing
 - Tony Bennett, Fiona Cameron, Et al

The coauthors of this theoretically innovative work explore the relationships among anthropological fieldwork, museum 
collecting and display, and social governance in the early twentieth century in Australia, Britain, France, New Zealand, 
and the United States. 

ISBN 9780822362685  -  Duke University Press Books  -  Format - Paperback  - 352 pages - RRP $52.95

 Photography, Humanitarianism, Empire - Jane Lydon

A study of how photography shaped ideas about Aboriginal peoples and influenced changing notions of humanitarianism 
and colonialism in the mid-19th to mid-20th centuries.

ISBN 9781474235501  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Bloomsbury Academic  -  Format - Hardback  - 208 pages - RRP $130.00

 The Search for a New National Identity: The Rise of Multiculturalism in Canada and Australia,   
 1890s–1970s - Jatinder Mann

This book explores the profound social, cultural, and political changes that affected the way in which Canadians and 
Australians defined themselves as a «people» from the late nineteenth century to the 1970s.

ISBN 9781433133695  -  EBOOK 9781453918258  -  Peter Lang -  Format - Hardback  -  339 pages - RRP $218.95

 Rural, Regional and Remote Social Work - Amanda Howard

This book gives voice to the direct practice experience of social workers working in rural and remote contexts using Australia as 
the primary case-study. Practice examples provide the reader with an insight into the diverse and complex nature of social work 
in rural and remote Australia and the role of contemporary social work.

ISBN 9781472454416  -  Routledge  -  Format - Hardback  -  130 pages - RRP $224.00
 

SOCIAL SCIENCE & HUMANITIES  

John Benjamins eBook Collections 

John Benjamins publications are selected under expert academic editorship and peer-reviewed by and for 
academic researchers and trainers.  The backlist eBook collection packages can be tailor made for our clients, 
with the option to purchase as collections per series, subject or by publication year.  Over the years John 
Benjamins has been firmly rooted in every imaginable subfield of Language and Linguistics. Further fields of 
focus are Cognitive Science, Psychology, (Contemporary) Philosophy, Terminology, Information Design, Literary 
Studies and Art History.



 Violent Games - Gareth Schott

Interrogates the nature and meaning of the ‘violence’ encountered and experienced by game players.  

ISBN 9781628925623  -  EBOOK 9781472581495  -  Bloomsbury Academic  -  Format - Hardback  -  288 pages - RRP $150.00

 Artificial Intelligence Technologies and the Evolution of Web 3.0 - Tomayess Issa, and Pedro Isaías

Web technologies have become a vital element within educational, professional, and social settings as they have the 
potential to improve performance and productivity across organizations. This book brings together emergent research 
and best practices surrounding the effective usage of Web 3.0 technologies in a variety of environments. Featuring the 
latest technologies, this publication is a vital source for those who are interested in new ways to use intelligent web 
technologies within various settings.

ISBN 9781466681477  -  EBOOK 9781466681484  -  IGI Global  -  Format - Hardback  -  422 pages - RRP $478.95

 Social Media in the Classroom - Hana S. Noor Al-Deen (eds.)

Social Media in the Classroom provides a comprehensive resource for teaching social media in advertising, 
public relations, and journalism at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

ISBN 9781433129049  -  Peter Lang  -  Format - Hardback  -  260 pages - RRP $87.95

 Twitter and Society - Katrin Weller, Axel Bruns, Et al

Drawing on the experience of leading international Twitter researchers from a variety of disciplines and contexts, this 
is the first book to document the various notions and concepts of Twitter communication, providing a detailed and 
comprehensive overview of current research into the uses of Twitter. It also presents methods for analyzing Twitter data.

ISBN 9781433121692  -  EBOOK 9781454199922  -  Peter Lang  -  Format - Hardback  -  447 pages - RRP $87.95

 Hashtag Publics: The Power and Politics of Discursive Networks - Nathan Rambukkana (ed.)

Focusing on hashtags used for topics from Ferguson, Missouri, to Australian politics, from online quilting communities to 
labour protests, from feminist outrage to drag pop culture, this collection follows hashtag publics as they trend beyond 
Twitter into other spaces of social networking such as Facebook, Instagram, and Tumblr as well as other media spaces 
such as television, print, and graffiti.

ISBN 9781433128981  -  EBOOK 9781454192015  -  Peter Lang  -  Format - Hardback  -  293 pages - RRP $83.95 

TECHNOLOGY

Info Sci-Disciplines

IGI Global’s latest collection of progressive databases allows organisations to choose from four disciplines covering 
specialised topics in over 200 study areas.  With a particular focus on emerging technologies, and how various 
disciplines and study areas intersect with and are improved by technology.  The collection can be accessed through 
the award winning InfoSci database platform which offers precise search and retrieval, unlimited simultaneous 
access, full-text PDFs, an XML reader, very liberal DRM, and long-term preservation.
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